CBLI Report for Community Partner for Dobin Prize
“Mad Lib” version

Part One: Motive

a) Policy Motive
Right now, my partner organization’s policy or practice for/on __________________________ is/is going to be
__________________________________________________________________________________.
This policy or practice is insufficient/problematic because
__________________________________________________________________________________.

b) Scholarly Motive (should be quickly stated in the document)
Scholars have already made the claim/come to the consensus that
__________________________________________________________________________________.
Based on my research, this conclusion is on track/insufficient because
__________________________________________________________________________________.

Part Two: Thesis (Action Item)
My organization should
1) _____________________________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________________________
2) _____________________________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________________________
3) _____________________________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________________________
Part Three: Rationale

a) Methodology/Orienting
I argue that this should be my organization’s new policy based on my research doing 

My methods for this research were

b) Results/Evidence
The results of my research showed

These results support my policy or practice recommendation because

Part Four: Recommendation Analysis
Based on my results, I argue that my organization should

If my organization does this, then

This policy recommendation fits within the goals of my organization because
Part Five: Conclusion

Other organizations/institutions that my benefit from my research are:

a) 

b) 

c) 

Next Steps:

• Based on your work on this mad lib, name three research/writing steps that you will take to help you generate this document/revise your thesis.

1) 

2) 

3) 

• Name three key terms in your current work.

1) 

2) 

3) 

• How might you define/rephrase these terms in order to make these key terms accessible to audiences outside of your department/certificate program?

1) 

2) 

3)